**LA TABLES AND PAD**

**LA_PAY_DETL_DLY_TBL**
- RUN_DT
- SEQUUM
- LINE_NBR
- ACCOUNTING_PERIOD
- EMPID
- EMP_RCD
- EARNCD
- ACCT_CD
- ACCT_ID
- EARN.Begin_DATE
- EARN.End_DATE
- ACCOUNT
- BUSINESS_UNIT
- BUSINESS_UNIT_TYPE
- FISCAL_YEAR
- CHARTFIELD1
- CHARTFIELD2

**LA_PAY_DETL_MTH_TBL**
- RUN_DT
- SEQUUM
- LINE_NBR
- ACCOUNTING_PERIOD
- EMPID
- EMP_RCD
- EARNCD
- ACCT_CD
- ACCT_ID
- EARN.Begin_DATE
- EARN.End_DATE
- ACCOUNT
- BUSINESS_UNIT
- BUSINESS_UNIT_TYPE
- FISCAL_YEAR
- FUNCTION

**LA_PAY_SUMM_DLY_TBL**
- RUN_DT
- SEQUUM
- LINE_NBR
- ACCOUNTING_PERIOD
- EMPID
- EMP_RCD
- EARNCD
- ACCT_CD
- ACCT_ID
- EARN.Begin_DATE
- EARN.End_DATE
- ACCOUNT
- BUSINESS_UNIT
- BUSINESS_UNIT_TYPE
- FISCAL_YEAR
- FUNCTION

**LA_PAY_SUMM_MTH_TBL**
- RUN_DT
- SEQUUM
- LINE_NBR
- ACCOUNTING_PERIOD
- EMPID
- EMP_RCD
- EARNCD
- ACCT_CD
- ACCT_ID
- EARN.Begin_DATE
- EARN.End_DATE
- ACCOUNT
- BUSINESS_UNIT
- BUSINESS_UNIT_TYPE
- FISCAL_YEAR
- FUNCTION

**LA_PAY_SUMM_DLY_SEC_VW**
- RUN_DT
- SEQUUM
- LINE_NBR
- ACCOUNTING_PERIOD
- EMPID
- EMP_RCD
- EARNCD
- ACCT_CD
- ACCT_ID
- EARN.Begin_DATE
- EARN.End_DATE
- ACCOUNT
- BUSINESS_UNIT
- BUSINESS_UNIT_TYPE
- FISCAL_YEAR
- FUNCTION

**LA_PAY_SUMM_MTH_SEC_VW**
- RUN_DT
- SEQUUM
- LINE_NBR
- ACCOUNTING_PERIOD
- EMPID
- EMP_RCD
- EARNCD
- ACCT_CD
- ACCT_ID
- EARN.Begin_DATE
- EARN.End_DATE
- ACCOUNT
- BUSINESS_UNIT
- BUSINESS_UNIT_TYPE
- FISCAL_YEAR
- FUNCTION

**PS_ZCU_PWR_SECURITY**
- ZCU
- MODULE_CODE
- DEPTID
- ZCU_PWR_STATUS